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Abstract.
Listing has recently extended results of Kozameh, Newman and Tod for four-dimensional spacetimes and
presented a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a metric to be locally conformally equivalent to an
Einstein metric in all semi-Riemannian spaces of dimension n ≥ 4 — subject to a non-degeneracy restriction
on the Weyl tensor. By exploiting dimensionally dependent identities we demonstrate how to construct two
alternative versions of these necessary and sufficient conditions which we believe will be useful in applications.
The four-dimensional case is discussed in detail and examples are also given in five and six dimensions.
1. Introduction.
Kozameh, Newman and Tod [1] have shown that a certain pair of necessary conditions are also sufficient
for a four-dimensional spacetime to be conformal to an Einstein spacetime — with the exception of those
spacetimes whose complex Weyl scalar invariant J = 0†. Implicit in their paper was another result: a
four-dimensional spacetime with metric gab can be transformed into an Einstein space by a conformal trans-
formation if and only if the vector Ka given by
Ka = 8Cacij∇
kCijck
/
C
2
(1a)
satisfies (the n = 4 dimension version of)
R˜ab + (n− 2)
(
∇aKb −KaKb−
(
∇cKc −K
cKc
)
gab/n
)
= 0 (2)
for the class of spacetimes where C
2
6= 0. The essential ideas in [1] were to exploit the properties that Einstein
spaces are a subset of C-spaces (spaces whose Weyl tensor is divergence-free, ∇aC
ab
cd = 0) and that spaces
conformal to C-spaces satisfy (the n = 4 dimension version of)
2∇kCabck + (n− 3)C
ab
ckK
k = 0 (3)
and hence to extract the explicit expression (1a) for Ka by using the four-dimensional dimensionally depen-
dent identity
CcjabC
ab
ck = δ
j
k C
2
/4 . (4a)
The principles underlying the techniques used in [1] originated in a study of conformal transformations by
spinor methods by Szekeres [13], and although most of the work in [1] was tensor based, some lemmas were
proven by spinor methods; this is probably why Kozameh, Newman and Tod have commented that their
method in [1] does not seem to be extendible to higher dimensions n > 4. However, recently Listing [2]
† In the conformal Einstein space with metric gab: R
ab
cd represents the Riemann tensor; C
ab
cd represents
the Weyl conformal tensor; Rac = R
ab
cb represents the Ricci tensor, R = R
a
a the Ricci scalar, and R˜ab =
Rab−Rgab/n the trace-free Ricci tensor where 2∇[a∇b]V
c = RabcdV
d for an arbitrary vector V a. I, J are the
usual complex Weyl scalar invariants in four dimensions, and C
2
≡ CabcdC
cd
ab. More details of the notation
is given in the next section.
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has exploited the same principles more generally and shown that the condition that a particular vector Ta
obtained from (3) satisfies (2) is a necessary and sufficient condition for conformal Einstein spaces in all
semi-Riemannian spaces with dimensions n ≥ 4 — subject to a non-degenerate determinant condition on a
matrix representation of the Weyl tensor. On the other hand, when the four dimensional results from [2] are
compared with [1], the explicit form of the vector Ta in [2] differs considerably from its counterpart Ka used
in [1] and quoted above in (1a); furthermore, the non-degenerate determinant condition in [2] is not easily
translated into a condition on the real Weyl invariant scalars in the n-dimensional case, although Listing
states that this condition is equivalent in four dimensions to the complex scalar invariant Weyl scalar J 6= 0.
It is well known that we can write CAC ≡ C
ab
cd where A ≡ [ab], C ≡ [cd] so that A,C = 1, 2, ..., N(=
n(n − 1)/2) and so consider C as an N × N trace-free matrix. (Note that we are not making use of
the symmetries, Cabcd = Ccdab and Ca[bcd] = 0, and in fact this construction is valid for any trace-free
double 2-form; also, we are not defining a metric for the N -dimensional space, nor even making use of the
n-dimensional space metric gab in this construction.)
Instead of exploiting higher dimensional counterparts of identities such as (4a), Listing’s result and proof [2]
assumed det(C) 6= 0 and then used the inverse matrix C−1 to solve (3) for Ka; howeverC−1 cannot be easily
interpreted in tensor notation without some translation and, in that form, does not seem to be very useful
in practical applications. In the illustrative example in [2] Listing restricted himself to four dimensional
Riemann space, where he followed the technique in [1] of using the four-dimensional identity (4a) to extract
Ka, and also used properties dependent on the positive definite metric; this avoided having to deal with C−1
directly.
Although the four-dimensional identity (4a) is well known, the existence of higher dimensional analogues [3]
seems less well known and one purpose of this paper is to draw attention again to the power and usefullness
of such dimensionally dependent tensor identities [3]. (See also [4], [5], [6]).
We shall show in this paper how to exploit dimensionally dependent identities [3] to obtain results valid in
all dimensions n ≥ 4 and automatically in all signatures; in particular we will:
(i) reformulate Listing’s results in [2], and in particular, det(C) 6= 0 and the inverse matrix C−1 in the tensor
notation of [1];
(ii) obtain explicit solutions for Ka which avoid the use of C−1 altogether.
We shall also show explicitly how the four-dimensional results implicit in [1] can be seen as special cases of
this formulation of Listing’s result, and are valid for all signatures.
To demonstrate the usefulness of our versions, we will consider the four- five -and six-dimensional cases,
independent of signature. The higher dimensional analogues [3] of the four-dimensional identity (4a) will be
the basis for our applications in five and six dimensions.
2 Notation.
We begin with some notation which we will use to link algebraic and tensor notation, and prove a simple
lemma. Let us define, for p ≥ 1 Weyl tensors, a chain of the zeroth kind [6]
C
p
ab
cd ≡ C
ab
i1j1C
i1j1
i2j2C
i2j2
i3j3 . . . C
ip−2jp−2
ip−1jp−1C
ip−1jp−1
cd
noting that C
1
ab
cd ≡ C
ab
cd.
A useful relation is
C
p
ab
cdC
q
cd
ef = C
p+q
ab
ef .
and the following scalar invariants arise naturally,
C
p
≡ C
p
ab
ab.
Of course there are other Weyl scalar invariants (e.g. Cab
c
dC
b
e
d
fC
e
a
f
c) which do not fall into this pattern.
The simple obvious identifications which we will exploit are
Cp = C
p
ab
cd
<Cp> = C
p
(5)
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where < > denotes the trace of a matrix; but note that expressions like C
2
cj
ci have no such obvious identifi-
cation in the matrix notation.
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem for the trace-free N ×N matrix C is given by,
c0C
N + c2C
N−2 + c3C
N−3 + . . .+ cN−2C
2 + cN−1C+ cNI = 0 (6)
where I is the N ×N identity matrix, and
c0 = 1, c2 = −
1
2
<C2>, c3 = −
1
3
<C3>, c4 = −
1
4
(
<C4> −
1
2
<C2>2
)
,
c5 = −
1
5
(
<C5> −
5
6
<C2><C3>
)
,
c6 = −
1
6
(
<C6> −
3
4
<C2><C4> −
1
3
<C3>2 +
1
8
<C2>3
)
,
. . . ,
cN = −
1
N
(
<CN> + . . . + . . .
)
(7)
are the usual characteristic coefficients ; since C is trace-free, c1 = 0. This theorem can easily be rewritten
in chain notation as
c0C
N
ab
cd + c2 C
N−2
ab
cd + c3 C
N−3
ab
cd + . . .+ cN−2 C
2
ab
cd + cN−1 C
1
ab
cd + cNδ
a
[cδ
b
d] = 0 (6
′)
where the characteristic coefficients are now given in terms of Weyl scalar invariants by
c0 = 1, c2 = −
1
2
C
2
, c3 = −
1
3
C
3
, c4 = −
1
4
(
C
4
−
1
2
C
2
2
)
,
c5 = −
1
5
(
C
5
−
5
6
C
2
C
3
)
,
c6 = −
1
6
(
C
6
−
3
4
C
2
C
4
−
1
3
C
3
2 +
1
8
C
2
3
)
,
. . . ,
cN = −
1
N
(
C
N
+ . . .+ . . .
)
(7′)
From the well-known result (−1)N det(C) = cN the required translation of det(C) 6= 0 into tensor language
follows immediately,
0 6= (−1)N+1N det(C) = C
N
+ . . . + . . . (8)
Lemma. In n-dimensional spaces, the inhomogeneous algebraic equation for the vector V d
CabcdV
d = Habc
has a unique solution when condition (8) holds; the solution is given by
V a =
2
(n− 1)cN
Hijb
(
c0 C
N−1
ab
ij + c2 C
N−3
ab
ij + c3 C
N−4
ab
ij + . . .+ cN−2 C
ab
ij
)
where N = n(n− 1)/2. The coefficients c0, c2, c3, . . . cN−2, cN are the usual characteristic coefficients of the
Cayley-Hamilton Theorem given in (7′).
Proof. We consider the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for the N ×N trace-free matrix C in tensor notation in
(6′), with characteristic coefficients given by (7′).
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Multiplying by Va gives
0 = Va
(
c0 C
N
ab
cd + c2 C
N−2
ab
cd + c3 C
N−3
ab
cd + c4 C
N−4
ab
cd+
. . .+ cN−2 C
2
ab
cd + cN−1 C
1
ab
cd
)
+ cNV[cδ
b
d]
= VaC
1
ab
ij
(
c0 C
N−1
ij
cd + c2 C
N−3
ij
cd + c3 C
N−4
ij
cd + c4 C
N−5
ij
cd+
. . .+ cN−2 C
1
ij
cd
)
+ cN−1 VaC
1
ab
cd + cN V[cδ
b
d]
From which, by taking the trace and remembering C
1
ab
cd ≡ C
ab
cd is trace-free, we obtain,
0 = VaC
ab
ij
(
c0 C
N−1
ij
cb + c2 C
N−3
ij
cb + c3 C
N−4
ij
cb + c4 C
N−5
ij
cb+
. . .+ cN−2 C
ij
cb
)
+
n− 1
2
cNVc
Rearranging gives the solution in the lemma.
For future reference, we note that the four-dimensional identity (4a) can be written in the chain notation as
C
2
cj
ck = δ
j
kC
2
/4
and this is actually a special case of the more general identity [6] in four dimensions only
C
p
cj
ck = δ
j
kCp
/4. p = 2, 3, 4 . . . (4∗)
We have preferred the notation C
2
, C
3
, . . . C
p
, . . . to the (possibly confusing) notation C2, C3, . . . Cp, . . . used
in [1], [2] and elsewhere for these Weyl scalar invariants.
Finally we note a very useful dimensionally independent identity (a direct consequence of the first Bianchi
identity),
4Ca[ij]bC
cijd = CabijC
cdij
3. Reformulating Listing’s result and rederiving the implicit results in [1].
With this Lemma we determine the vector Ka from (3),
Ka =
4
(n− 3)(n− 1)cN
∇kCijkb
(
c0 C
N−1
ab
ij + c2 C
N−3
ab
ij + c3 C
N−4
ab
ij + . . .+ cN−2 C
ab
ij
)
(9)
providing restriction (8) holds, where N = n(n− 1)/2.
Substituting this value for Ka back into (2) gives necessary and sufficient conditions defined only in terms
of the geometry.
We can therefore reformulate Theorem 4.5 in [2] as follows:
Theorem 1. A semi-Riemannian manifold, with a Weyl tensor subject to the restriction (8), is locally
conformally related to an Einstein space if and only if the vector field Ka given in (9) satisfies (2).
Four dimensions.
We now will retrieve the four-dimensional results implicit in [1] from this theorem in a signature independent
manner. Instead of substituting forKa with the expression (1a) as used in [1], or the four-dimensional version
of the expression involving C−1 in [2], we can now use the n = 4 version of (9),
Ka =
4
3c6
∇kCijkb
(
c0C
5
ab
ij + c2C
3
ab
ij + c3C
2
ab
ij + c4C
ab
ij
)
(10)
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providing c6 6= 0 with the characteristic coefficients given by (7
′) in terms of Weyl scalars.
However, since the solution for Ka is unique we should be able to see precisely the links between these two
expressions in (1a) and (10). To retrieve the result (1a) from (10) we simply substitute (3a) back into the
right hand side of (a slightly rearranged) (10), for all terms except the last one, and use identity (4a) on
each of these terms,
3c6K
a = −2KkCijkb
(
C
5
ab
ij + c2C
3
ab
ij + c3C
2
ab
ij
)
+ 4c4C
ab
ij∇
kCijkb
= −2Kk
(
C
6
cb
kb + c2C
4
cb
kb + c3C
3
cb
kb
)
+ 4c4C
ab
ij∇
kCijkb
= −
1
2
Ka
(
C
6
+ c2C
4
+ c3C
3
)
+ 4c4C
ij
cb∇
kCijkb
which rearranges to
(6c6 + C
6
+ c2C
4
+ c3C
3
)Kc = 8c4C
ij
cb∇kC
kb
ij
and via (7′) to
c4C
2
Ka = −8c4C
ab
ij∇
kCijkb
and hence to (1a) — providing C
2
6= 0 6= C
4
− C
2
2/2.
Kozameh, Newman and Tod [1] have shown that it is possible to obtain three alternative versions to (1a)
for Ka consisting of
Ka = 8C
2
ac
ij∇
kCij ck
/
C
3
for C
3
6= 0
together with two other similar expressions with invariants involving the dual of the Weyl tensor. We do
not wish to depend on expressions with duals in this work since we wish to generalise the four-dimensional
case to all higher dimensions. Instead, from the general identity (4∗) we see that we can obtain the various
expressions for Ka for all integers p ≥ 2
Ka = 8 C
p−1
ac
ij∇
kCij ck
/
C
p
for C
p
6= 0 (1∗).
So, in an analogous manner to which we retrieved (1a) from (10), we can also retrieve (1∗) for p = 3, 4, 6; by
use of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem we could also retrieve the results for p = 5 and p ≥ 7, although after
p = 6 these expressions are not independent precisely because of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. We note
that we cannot retrieve the version of (1∗) directly with p = 5 from (10) due to the fact that the relevant
term involved the coefficient c1 which is identically zero, being the trace of Cab
cd.
It is well known that in four dimensions there exist only four algebraically independent Weyl scalar invariants:
these are usually given in terms of the well known complex invariants I and J , which come naturally from
considerations in terms of spinors or complex Weyl tensors (which exploit the very simple and unique
structure of the Weyl dual in four dimensions). If we wish to only employ structures which can be exploited
in higher dimensions, we would consider instead the four algebraically independent scalars C
1
, C
2
, C
3
, C
4
(or
any four from C
1
, C
2
, C
3
, C
4
, C
5
) [7] (see also [8],[9]); and providing there is at least one Weyl scalar invariant
which is non-zero, we can calculate Ka explicitly.
Higher dimensions.
Theorem 1 gives an explicit tensor expression for Ka for all dimensions. So, for example in five dimensions,
N = 10 and we obtain
Ka =
1
2c10
∇kCijkb
(
c0C
9
ab
ij + c2C
7
ab
ij + c3C
6
ab
ij + . . .+ c7C
2
ab
ij + c8C
ab
ij
)
providing c10 6= 0 with the characteristic coefficients given by (7
′) in terms of Weyl scalars. Clearly this
expression involves quite high order terms in the Weyl tensor, and we note that in the four-dimensional case,
we were able to get lower order expressions for Ka by exploiting the individual dimensionally dependent
identities (4∗) rather than the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem implicit in Theorem 1. So, in higher dimensions,
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we would also expect to exploit individual dimensional identities, analogous to the four-dimensional identities
(4∗), in order to obtain alternative lower order forms in the Weyl tensor for Ka in n dimensions.
4. Lower order versions of Ka in n-dimensions.
In four dimensions, providing we pay the price that at least one scalar invariant is non-zero, we are able to
solve the four-dimensional version of (3), and obtain Ka. The versions from the individual identities (4∗)
are more concise and manageable than the versions from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem; on the otherhand,
in four dimensions, the latter include all the simpler results as special cases, and are more general, in the
sense of weaker restrictions on the Weyl scalar invariants. Of course also the Cayley-Hamilton approach is
applicable in all dimensions. However, we now will show how to obtain alternative simpler versions for Ka
in dimensions other than four, by direct application of dimensionally dependent identities analogous to those
used in four dimensions in [1].
The set of identities (4∗) are all consequences of the well-known four-dimensional identity† [5]
C [ab[cdδ
e]
f ] = 0 (11)
and we shall now exploit their higher dimensional analogues in the same way as in [1] for the four-dimensional
case: for five-dimensions we have
C [ab[cdδ
ef ]
hi] = 0 (12)
and for six-dimensions
C [ab[cdδ
efg]
hij] = 0 (13)
and so on [3].
These lead to
CcdpeC
ph
abC
[ab
[cdδ
ef ]
hi] = 0 (14)
for five dimensions, and
CcdefC
hi
abC
[ab
[cdδ
efg]
hij] = 0 (15)
for six dimensions, and so on. Of course, these are just representative for each dimension of the various
identities that can be created; but it is of interest to note that for the lowest order in Weyl in each dimension
— in five dimensions cubic, in six dimensions cubic, in seven dimensions quartic,and so on — there is only one
possibility, but as we look at higher orders — in five dimensions quartic, in six dimensions quartic, in seven
dimensions quintic, and so on — there will be many more possibilities. Unfortunately, when expanded, such
two-index identities in higher dimensions will not have such a simple form as the four-dimensional identities
(4∗).
In higher dimensions there exist greater numbers of algebraically independent Weyl scalar invariants, and
so there will be greater numbers of two-index tensor identities analogous to (4∗) for each dimension n > 4;
furthermore, the tensor identities analogous to (4∗) will be based on (14), (15), ... and so will also require
more Weyl tensors as the dimension increases. Since, in higher dimensions, a product of three or more Weyl
tensors yields more than one Weyl scalar algebraically independent of each other and of invariants of lower
order (e.g. in general, C
3
and Cai
b
jC
i
c
j
dC
c
a
d
b are algebraically independent in n ≥ 6 dimensions), and
more than one algebraically independent two-index tensor, we expect the higher dimensional analogues of
identities (4∗) to consist of linear combinations of Weyl tensors on both sides of the identity.
However, it is important to note that, although these higher order two-index identities will have more terms,
and higher products, they will have the same crucial structure, which we can represent by
L{C
p
}jk = δ
j
kL{Cp
}/n (16)
† It is interesting to note, in this notation, that the underlying identity for the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for
the trace-free 6× 6 matrix C is C[A[P δ
BCDEF ]
QRSTU ] = 0 [3].
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where L{C
p
}jk represents a two-index tensor consisting of a linear combination of products of pWeyl tensors,
and L{C
p
} ≡ L{C
p
}ii represents a linear combination of scalar products of p Weyl tensors. (Note that each
term is unlikely to be just a simple chain.) It follows, for L{C
p
} 6= 0 from (16)
Kj = nL{C
p
}jkK
k
/
L{C
p
} (17)
and hence all the terms involving the vector Kk on the right hand side — which will each contain a factor
of the form C...kK
k — can be replaced using (3) by
C...kK
k = −
2
n− 3
∇kC...k (18)
We can summarise these new results as follows,
Theorem 2. An n-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold with a nondegenerate Weyl tensor restricted
by L{C
p
} 6= 0 (where L{C
p
} is associated with an identity of the form (16)) is locally conformally related to
an Einstein space if and only if the vector field Ka given in (17), with the appropriate substitutions (18),
satisfies (2).
Clearly from Theorem 2 we will obtain for Ka much lower order expressions in the Weyl tensor than from
Theorem 1; for example, in five dimensions using Theorem 1 will require terms involving products of ten
Weyl tensors, whereas if we use Theorem 2 it looks possible to use terms with only three Weyl tensors, from
(14).
5. Five- and six-dimensional spaces.
For higher dimensional spaces we can use Theorem 1 with the respective substitutions n = 5, 6, . . . into
(9). But for spaces where we know dimensionally dependent identities of the form (14), (15) . . . we can use
Theorem 2.
So for spaces with dimension n > 4 there is the need to systematically write out explicitly the two-index
identities such as (14), (15) . . . for n = 5, 6, . . . . In this section we give just a few examples in five and six
dimensions as illustrations.
Five dimensions.
After a straightforward calculation we find that (14) expands as follows,
CajbcC
bc
deC
de
ak − 2C
aj
bkC
bc
deC
de
ac − 4C
aj
bcC
bd
ekC
ce
ad
=
1
5
(
CabcdC
cd
efC
ef
ab − 4C
ab
cdC
ce
afC
df
be
)
δjk
(19)
Although this appears to have the structure of (16), unfortunately when we also consider the scalar identity
closely related to (14)
CcdabC
ki
ejC
[ab
[cdδ
ej]
ki] = 0
we find
CabcdC
cd
efC
ef
ab = 4C
ab
cdC
ce
afC
df
be (20)
(This five-dimensional scalar identity was also noted in [14], where it was obtained from the five dimensional
identity Cab[cdC
cd
efC
ef
ab] ≡ 0.) This means that (19) does not have the structure of (16) as we hoped,
since its right hand side is identically zero. However, we do have an interesting two-index five-dimensional
identity which will be useful in other contexts,
CajbcC
bc
deC
de
ak − 2C
aj
bkC
bc
deC
de
ac − 4C
aj
bcC
bd
ekC
ce
ad = 0 (21)
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On the otherhand, if we consider one (of a number of) quartic identity in five dimensions,
CqgipC
ip
qeC
ab
cdC
[cd
[abδ
ef ]
gh] = 0 (22)
we obtain
5Cqj ipC
ip
qkC
ab
cdC
cd
ab − 8C
qg
ipC
ip
qkC
ab
cgC
cj
ab + 8C
qg
ipC
ip
qeC
be
agC
aj
bk
− 4CqgipC
ip
qeC
ab
gkC
ej
ab − 8C
qg
ipC
ip
qeC
ae
bkC
bj
ag
=
(
CqgipC
ip
qgC
ab
cdC
cd
ab − 4C
qg
ipC
ip
qdC
ab
cgC
cd
ab
)
δjk
(23)
which again appears to have the structure of (16). (The use of the identity (21) does not give any simpli-
fication.) We need to determine whether the right hand side of (23) is non-zero. Unlike in the cubic case
where there was only one possible scalar identity (20), there will be a number of quartic scalar identities in
five dimensions ; so although we will return to examine these another time, for now we simply note, via a
counterexample, that the right hand side cannot be identically zero [10].
Hence, via the substitution (18), we obtain the following form for Kj,
Kj =
−
(
5CqjipC
ab
cdC
cd
ab∇
kCipqk − 8C
qg
ipC
ab
cgC
cj
ab∇
kCipqk + 8C
qg
ipC
ip
qeC
be
ag∇
kCajbk
− 4CqgipC
ip
qeC
ej
ab∇
kCabgk − 8C
qg
ipC
ip
qeC
bj
ag∇
kCaebk
)
/(
CqgipC
ip
qgC
ab
cdC
cd
ab − 4C
qg
ipC
ip
qeC
ab
cgC
ce
ab
)
(24)
We can then substitute this value for Kj into the five dimension version of (2),
R˜ab + 3
(
∇aKb −KaKb−
(
∇cKc −K
cKc
)
gab/5
)
= 0 (2b)
to obtain the required necessary and sufficient condition.
Six dimensions.
When we expand (15) we obtain,
Cak
bcCajdeCbc
de−2Cak
bjCacdeCbc
de−4Cak
bcCdjbeCcd
ae =
1
6
(
Cab
cdCcd
efCef
ab−4Cab
cdCaecfCde
bf
)
δjk (25)
Unlike for the case of the five-dimensional two-index identity (19), there is no related scalar identity cubic
in Weyl tensors, analogous to (20). So therefore we do not need to worry about the possibility of the right
hand side of (25) being zero, and so we have an identity which has precisely the structure (16).
Hence, via the substitution (18), we obtain the following form for Kj,
Kj = −4
(
CajdeCbc
de∇kCak
bc − 2CacdeCbc
de∇kCak
bj − 4CdjbeCcd
ae∇kCak
bc
)
/(
Cab
cdCcd
efCef
ab − 4Cab
cdCaecfCde
bf
) (26)
We can then substitute this value for Kj into the six-dimensional version of (2),
R˜ab + 4
(
∇aKb −KaKb−
(
∇cKc −K
cKc
)
gab/6
)
= 0 (2c)
to obtain the required necessary and sufficient condition.
There do not seem to be many explicit examples of identities for the Weyl tensor in higher dimensions in
the literature. However, there does exist a six-dimensional two-index tensor identity quartic in the Weyl
8
tensor which was identified some time ago by Lovelock [4]. A double three-form with the antisymmetric and
trace-free properties respectively
Habk
def = H[abk]
[def ]
Habi
dei = 0
(27)
in six dimensions (and lower) satisfies the identity
Habk
defHdef
abj =
1
6
δjkHabc
defHdef
abc . (28)
This then becomes a quartic identity for Weyl with the choice
Hijk
abc = Aijk
abc −
9
8
Ar[jk
r[bcδ
a]
i] + 3Ars[i
rs[cδai δ
b]
k] −
1
4
Arst
rstδ
[a
[i δ
b
jδ
c]
k]
(29)
where
Aijk
abc = 4C[ij
h[aCk]h
bc] (30)
By substituting (29) into (28) we obtain
Aabk
cdeAcde
abj + 3Aabk
abcAcde
dej + 6Aabk
acdAcde
bej − 3Aabc
adeAdek
bcj −Aabc
abcAdek
dej + 6Aabc
abdAdek
cej
= δjk
(
Aabc
abcAdef
def + 9Aabc
adeAdef
bcf − 9Aabc
abdAdef
cef −Aabc
defAdef
abc
)
/6
(31)
which is precisely the structure of (16). Hence, we obtain the following form for Kj,
Kj =
− 4
(
KkAkab
cdeAcde
abj + 3KkAkab
abcAcde
dej + 6KkAkab
acdAcde
bej − 3Aabc
adeKkAkde
bcj
−Aabc
abcKkAkde
dej + 6Aabc
abdKkAkde
cej
)
/(
Aabc
abcAdef
def + 9Aabc
adeAdef
bcf − 9Aabc
abdAdef
cef −Aabc
defAdef
abc
)
(32)
where all terms involving Kk on the right hand side are replaced via the substitution
KkAkab
cde = 2∇kCk[a
p[cCb]p
de] −∇kCkp
[deCab
c]p (33)
and all other terms replaced with (30). We then substitute the value for Kj from (32) into (2c) to obtain
the required necessary and sufficient condition. It is of course necessary to check that the right hand side of
(32) is not identically zero; this can be confirmed with a simple counterexample [10].
6. Summary and Discussion.
We have demonstrated the power of dimensionally dependent identities (either as the Cayley-Hamilton
Theorem, or as individual identities in specific dimensions such as (4*), (23), (25), (31)) to translate the
existence result of Listing [2] into versions which can be applied directly; furthermore, these applications
are completely independent of signature. Theorem 1 gives a general reformulation of Listing’s result on the
existence of necessary and sufficient conditions in a form which can be directly exploited. So if one wishes to
test if a particular metric is conformally Einstein, then it is a simple procedure to find its Weyl and trace-free
Ricci tensor and to test directly — for instance using GRTENSOR II [10] — if condition (2) is satisfied.
We have drawn attention to the higher dimensional analogues (23), (25), (31), . . . of identities (4*), which are
the basis for Theorem 2; for applications, Theorem 2 would seem to provide a simpler and more manageable
tool — providing the appropriate identities are known.
A major complication when we move to dimensions n > 4 is that there are many more Weyl invariant
scalars, and of course they cannot all be written in the form C
p
. The same sort of detailed analysis of the
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Weyl invariant scalars for n = 5, 6, . . . as has been (partly) carried out for n = 4, as well as a systematic
presentation of two-index identities, is a necessary prerequisite for a systematic examination of all possible
versions of the vector Ka. As Bonanos has pointed out [11] existing detailed studies such as [12] do not take
into account invariants formed from duals, or identities from the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem.
There are still a number of interesting issues to be investigated further.
There appears to be an important difference between even and odd dimensions: for even dimensions n =
4, 6, 8, . . . the simplest two-index identity involves products of 2, 3, 4, . . . Weyl tensors respectively, such as
(4a) and (25), with a ’delta term’ on the right hand side; for odd n = 5, 7, . . . the simplest two-index
identity involves products of 3, 4, . . . Weyl tensors respectively, such as (19), but it would seem likely that
as in (21) the ’delta term’ on the right hand side disappears because of an identically zero coefficient. For
the investigations in this paper we need an identity of the former type, so in general it appears that for
even dimensions n = 2m we will be able to exploit comparatively simple identities involving products of m
Weyl tensors, while for odd dimensions n = 2m− 1 we will only have more complicated identities involving
products of m + 1 Weyl tensors. On the otherhand, we anticipate that in other investigations the simple
identities such as (21) will be very useful.
Listing [2] has stated that the condition detC 6= 0 in four dimensions is equivalent to the complex Weyl
invariant scalar J 6= 0; by a little manipulation this can be shown to be equivalent to at least one of C
3
and C
5
being non-zero. It would be useful to know this condition in higher dimensions in terms of the real
Weyl invariant scalars, and hence understand it better. The fact that the right hand side of identity (19) is
identically zero should alert us to the possibility of identically zero scalars arising in some situations.
The use of the dual Weyl tensor makes work in four dimensions comparatively easy— for instance there is
a basis of four Weyl scalar invariants none of which is higher than cubic in Weyl, compared to having a
basis with invariants up to fifth order in Weyl if the dual tensor is not used; in higher dimensions the major
advantage (the dual Weyl tensor is also a double two form) does not apply, and work gets more complicated.
However, we believe that it is still possible to take advantage of other benefits of the dual tensor, and we
will discuss this possibility, together with the other points mentioned here, elsewhere.
Finally, we note that the necessary and sufficient conditions investigated by Listing [2] and in this paper
were different from the necessary and sufficient conditions investigated explicitly in [1] in four dimensions.
In [1] these conditions involved the Bach tensor which of course is only defined in four dimensions. It will
be shown elsewhere how the techniques in [2] and in this paper can be used to investigate these alternative
conditions as well as to generate an n-dimensional generalisation of the Bach tensor.
Acknowledgements. Thanks to Jonas Bergmann for help with the five and six dimensional identities, and
to Magnus Herberthsson and Jose´ Senovilla for discussions.
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